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PROVIDING  TRADESPEOPLE  
WITH  GREAT  TOOLS  SINCE  1885

OUR  TIRELESS  FOCUS  ON  
QUALITY  AND  INNOVATION

Henry Goldblatt dreamed of creating a successful business, and his entrepreneurial spirit  

brought him from Russia to America. At age 30, he founded the H. Goldblatt Tool Company  

in the booming frontier town of Kansas City, Missouri. Henry decided to start a tool  

catalog to promote his business and get his name out there. It worked. By the 1920s,  

Goldblatt was a leading manufacturer and distributor of tools from the eastern shores of  

the United States all the way to the mountains of the west.

Part of what made Henry Goldblatt successful was his desire to work with tradespeople  

to understand their needs and the challenges they faced on the job. He used this knowledge  

to create high-quality products that made work easier for them at fair and honest prices.

We’re carrying on Henry’s legacy by committing to quality, innovation, and customer  

satisfaction each and every day we go to work. Today, in more than 100 countries worldwide,  

Goldblatt provides high-quality tools and products for concrete, masonry, tile, drywall,  

and paintwork. We firmly believe that tradespeople deserve the best tools for building,  

and that these tools should be fairly and affordably priced. If at any point a Goldblatt tool  

doesn’t meet a customer’s expectations, our Goldblatt Guarantee means we’ll offer a  

replacement or a refund – no questions asked.

Henry would be proud of how we’ve stuck to our roots, and how far we’ve come.
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TILE 
TOOLS

You don’t compromise on grout lines, and we don’t compromise  

on our Goldblatt tile tools. Because tiling requires patience, precision,  

and skill – as well as high-quality tools that can be trusted to get  

the job done right. Whether you’re working on a kitchen backsplash  

or a bathroom remodel, our collection of tile tools will help you  

do work that both you and your clients will be proud of.
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Pro Stainless Steel  
Notch Trowel 
Our pro stainless steel notch trowel features a  
mirror-polished, rust-resistant stainless steel blade  
that’s been hardened and tempered for premium  
durability. The aluminum alloy mounting is extremely  
strong yet lightweight for ease of use.  

• Ergonomic soft-grip handle reduces fatigue 

• Blade size is 11 x 4 1/2 in.

MODEL NO. NOTCH SIZE (IN.) HANDLE NOTCH STYLE 

G02411 1/8 x 1/8 x 1/8 Red / Soft Grip Square 

G02413 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 Red / Soft Grip Square

G02414 1/4 x 3/8 x 1/4 Red / Soft Grip Square

G02379 3/8 x 3/8 x 3/8 Red / Soft Grip Square 

G02416 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 Red / Soft Grip Square 

G02383 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 Red / Soft Grip U

G02384 1/4 x 3/8 x 1/4 Red / Soft Grip U

G02385 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 Red / Soft Grip U

G02422 3/4 x 9/16 x 3/8 Red / Soft Grip U

G02423 3/16 x 5/32 Red / Soft Grip V

G02424 1/4 x 3/16 Red / Soft Grip V

G02365 1/2 x 1/2 Red / Soft Grip V

Pro XL Stainless Steel  
Notch Trowel  
Use our pro XL stainless steel notch trowel  
with a 16 x 4 in. mirror-polished, rust-resistant  
stainless steel blade to get the job done right.  
The aluminum alloy mounting is lightweight yet  
durable for maximum reliability. 

• Hardened, tempered blade

• Anti-turn soft-grip or hardwood handle 

MODEL NO. NOTCH SIZE (IN.) HANDLE NOTCH STYLE 

G02046 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 Red / Soft Grip Square

G02049 1/4 x 3/8 x 1/4 Red / Soft Grip Square 

G02047 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 Red / Soft Grip Square

G02137 1/2 x 1/2 Red / Soft Grip V

G02050 3/4 x 9/16 x 3/4 Tan / Wood U

TILE TOOLS
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Pro Notched  
Margin Trowel 
Our pro notched margin trowel is the perfect size  
for patching, reaching tough spots, and spreading  
thinset. The high-grade steel blade is heat treated  
and tempered for long-lasting durability. 

• Ergonomic nonslip soft-grip handle

Pro Carbon Steel  
Notch Trowel  
Our pro carbon steel notch trowel is constructed  
of hardened, tempered high-carbon steel to  
provide years of service. The anti-turn camelback  
hardwood handle is designed for comfort and  
durability. 

•  Aluminum alloy mounting is extremely strong  
yet lightweight

• Blade size is 11 x 4 1/2 in.

MODEL NO. NOTCH SIZE (IN.) HANDLE NOTCH STYLE 

G02052 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 Red / Soft Grip Square

G02762 1/4 x 3/8 x 1/4 Red / Soft Grip Square

G02053 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 Tan / Wood Square

MODEL NO. NOTCH SIZE (IN.) HANDLE NOTCH STYLE 

G02461 1/8 x 1/8 x 1/8 Tan / Wood Square

G02462 1/4 x 1/8 x 1/4 Tan / Wood Square

G02463 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 Tan / Wood Square

G02464 1/4 x 3/8 x 1/4 Tan / Wood Square

G02376 3/8 x 3/8 x 3/8 Tan / Wood Square

G02466 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 Tan / Wood Square 

G02380 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 Tan / Wood U

G02381 1/4 x 3/8 x 1/4 Tan / Wood U

G02382 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 Tan / Wood U

G02474 1/4 x 3/16 Tan / Wood V

G02475 1/4 x 1/4 Tan / Wood V

G02473 3/16 x 5/32 Tan / Wood V

G02360 1/2 x 1/2 Tan / Wood V

TILE TOOLS
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Margin Grout Float  
Our margin grout float is the ideal tool for small  
jobs like mosaics, countertops, backsplashes, and  
any hard-to-reach areas. The nonstick gum rubber  
pad ensures a smooth application every time. 

•  Ergonomic nonslip soft-grip handle

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G02368 6 x 2 Red / Soft Grip 

Pro Gum Rubber  
Grout Float 
Our nonstick pro gum rubber grout float ensures  
a smooth application. This float features two  
rounded corners, which prevent gouging of ground  
joints, and two squared corners to ensure even  
coverage when working 90-degree corners. 

•  Heavy-duty plastic backing plate for strength  
and durability 

• Large ergonomic soft-grip handle 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G02370 9 1/2 x 4

G02723 12 x 4

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G02721 9 1/2 x 4

G02758 12 x 4

G02035 12 x 3

Gum Rubber Grout Float   
Our gum rubber grout float has two rounded corners  
to prevent gouging of ground joints and two squared  
corners to ensure even coverage when working  
90-degree corners. Constructed from nonstick gum  
rubber with a sturdy aluminum backing plate.

• Large ergonomic hardwood handle  

TILE TOOLS
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Epoxy Margin Float  
Our epoxy margin float is constructed of high- 
density green gum rubber and is the ideal tool to  
spread epoxy when working in small, tight areas. 

•  Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G02761 6 x 2 Red / Soft Grip

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G02371 9 1/2 x 4

Pro Epoxy Grout Float   
Our pro epoxy grout float features a high-density  
green gum rubber pad with two rounded corners  
to prevent gouging of grout joints and two square  
corners for spreading grout evenly into corners. 

•  Heavy-duty plastic backing plate for strength  
and durability 

•  Large ergonomic soft-grip handle ensures  
comfort all day

TILE TOOLS
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Pro Compound Tile Nippers 
The high-leverage design of our pro compound tile  
nippers delivers twice the power of conventional  
nippers to cut through tile quickly and easily. The  
long-lasting tungsten tips can be used to make  
irregular cuts on all types of tile and stone. 

•  Ergonomic anti-slip soft-grip handle 

Pro Tile Nippers 
Use our pro tile nippers with durable tungsten  
tips to make irregular cuts on ceramic and marble  
tile. Drop-forged steel construction means you’ll  
have this tool in your kit for years to come. 

• Ergonomic anti-slip soft-grip handle 

Pro Glass Tile Nippers 
Our glass tile nippers are the perfect tool to quickly  
and easily cut precise shapes in glass tile up to 1/4 in.  
thick. Trim glass tile to fit around pipes, cabinets,  
and walls, or create eye-catching glass mosaics.

• Drop-forged steel construction

• Ergonomic anti-slip soft-grip handle 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02009 Pro compound tile nippers 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02008 Pro tile nippers 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02007 Pro glass tile nippers 

REPLACEMENT BLADE

G02757 2 pack replacement tile scoring wheels

TILE TOOLS
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Pro Handheld Tile  
Cutters/Pliers  
Use our pro handheld tile cutters/pliers to make any  
job faster and easier. Simply score ceramic tile with  
the replaceable wheel, then break the tile with the  
strong, sturdy plastic breaker bar.   

• Drop-forged steel construction

• Ergonomic anti-slip soft-grip handle 

Handheld Tile Saw
Our handheld tile saw is the only portable wet saw  
you need to cut through tile, stone, brick, and marble  
with ease, and the ergonomic grip helps your hand  
stay comfortable on longer jobs. Up to 14,500  
rotations per minute (RPM) and a maximum cutting  
depth of 1 5/32 in. for precise, consistent cuts.   

• GFCI cord

• Lock-on switch

•  Durable water tubing, valve lever, nozzle, and  
pressure regulator

• Depth and bevel adjustment knobs

• Cutting guide

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02010 Handheld tile cutter

G02718 1/2 in. ceramic tile scoring wheel 

MODEL NO. G09601

POWER 120 V, 60 Hz, 10 A

BLADE SPEED 14,500 RPM 

BLADE SIZE 4 x 5/8 in.

BEVEL CUT ANGLE RANGE 0°–45°

MAX CUTTING DEPTH 1 5/32 in. at 90° / 3/4 in. at 45°

TILE TOOLS
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Pro Tile Grout Saw 
Our pro tile grout saw comes equipped with  
two carbide grit-edge blades to make stripping,  
cleaning, and removing old grout fast and easy.  
The high-leverage handle is contoured and  
offset to fit perfectly in your hand. 

• Ergonomic anti-slip soft-grip handle 

6 in. Rod Saw  
Our 6 in. rod saw allows you to easily cut smooth  
curves into ceramic tile, stone, and marble. The  
rugged diamond-coated rod saw blade can also  
be used to cut through metal, glass, and fiberglass.

•  Kit includes 6 in. tungsten carbide blade and  
carbide tipped drill bit

•  Ergonomic anti-slip soft-grip handle 

MODEL NO. 

G02738

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02001 Carbide rod saw 

REPLACEMENT BLADE

G02003 6 in. rod saw blade 

TILE TOOLS
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Grout Saw  
Our versatile grout saw comes with two blades –  
one long-lasting carbide grit-edge blade, and  
one serrated blade. Attach one blade for narrow  
grout lines or both for wide grout lines.   

•  Ergonomic anti-slip soft-grip handle 

Tile Leveling System 
Our tile leveling system – which includes rugged 
forged-steel pliers – helps you create perfectly level 
floors and walls every time. The pliers are designed 
with a soft-grip handle for all-day comfort. 

• System includes clips (A), wedges (B), and pliers (C) 

• For tiles between 3/16 in. and 7/16 in. thick

• Provides narrow 1/16 in. grout line 

Reciprocating Grout  
Saw Blade 
Attach our reciprocating grout saw blade to any  
reciprocating saw for quick and easy grout removal.  
The two rugged carbide grit-edge blades will last  
through countless jobs. 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02036 Grout saw replacement blade

REPLACEMENT BLADE

G02037 2 pack grout saw blades

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02738 Pro tile grout saw

REPLACEMENT BLADE

G02154 Reciprocating grout saw blade

G02739 2 pack reciprocating grout saw blades 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 

G02158 Clips A 250 

G02159 Wedges B 250

G02160 Pliers C 1

TILE TOOLS
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2-in-1 Pro Tile Spacers  
Our 2-in-1 pro tile spacers are the best choice for any  
tile job. They sit on top of the tile for fast and easy  
installation and removal, and have a double-sided  
design that features different sizing on each side.

• See-through material provides accurate tile alignment

Hard Plastic Tile Spacers   
Our hard plastic tile spacers save you time thanks  
to their leave-in design that also helps prevent cracks  
in finished grout. Plus, they’re color-coded to easily  
recognize different sizes.

• Helps evenly space and align wall and floor tiles

• Contractor pack comes in resealable container 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) QUANTITY 

G02333 1/16 x 3/16 250

G02332 1/8 x 1/4 250

T SPACER

G02331 1/16 x 3/16 250

G02330 1/8 x 1/4 250

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) QUANTITY 

HARD PLASTIC

G02334 1/16 250

G02335 1/16 1,000

G02339 3/16 250

G02340 3/16 1,000

G02336 1/8 250

G02337 1/8 500

G02338 1/8 1,000

G02386 1/4 500

G02387 3/8 500

LEAVE-IN

G02342 1/4 500

G02343 3/8 500

TILE TOOLS
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Horseshoe Tile Spacers   
Our horseshoe tile spacers are the ideal choice for  
spacing and aligning tile and stone, whether you’re  
creating a vertical or horizontal installation. The  
injection-molded construction makes these spacers  
strong and able to withstand heavy loads. 

• Color-coded to easily recognize different sizes

•  Shims are reusable and come in a convenient  
plastic storage container 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) QUANTITY 

G02345 1/16 250

G02346 1/16 1,000

G02347 1/8 250

G02348 1/8 500

G02349 1/8 1,000

G02350 3/16 250

G02139 3/16 500

G02352 1/4 250

G02353 1/4 500

G02354 3/8 250

G02389 1/2 250

TILE TOOLS
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4 in. Wall Scraper  
with Five Blades   
Choose our 4 in. wall scraper to quickly scrape subfloors 
and easily remove wallpaper, grout, and paint.  
The cast-aluminum head and heavy-gauge steel  
shaft mean you can rely on this scraper to perform  
for years to come. 

• Ergonomic anti-slip handle for comfort grip

•  Comes complete with five wall scraper blades 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02730 4 in. wall scraper 

REPLACEMENT BLADE

G02733 5 pack wall scraper blades 

MODEL NO.

G02038

Stainless Steel  
Spacer Remover 
Our stainless steel spacer remover is constructed  
with a curved heavy-gauge stainless steel blade  
to easily remove tile spacers prior to grouting. The  
non-scuff rubber bumper acts as a fulcrum to help  
you work faster, and protects tile edges from damage. 

• Ergonomic soft-grip handle reduces fatigue 

TILE TOOLS
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Cement Board Screws  
Our cement board screws feature Ruspert® coating  
to protect against rust and corrosion. The deep  
high-low threads ensure quick entry and provide  
maximum holding power. 

•  Ideal for attaching cement board to wood  
and light-gauge steel studs 

Alkali-Resistant Cement  
Board Tape   
Our alkali-resistant cement board tape won’t tear,  
is shrink resistant, and will deliver long-term  
performance. The fiberglass mesh tape is self- 
adhesive to help decrease application time. 

• 2 in. width

• Works in dry and thinset mortars 

MODEL NO. SIZE (FT.) 

G02317 300

G02041 50

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) QUANTITY 

G02313 1/4 200

G02316 1/4 800

G02314 5/8 150

G02315 5/8 600

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02045 Pro tile and grout brush 

Pro Tile and Grout Brush 
Our pro tile and grout brush features extra-strong  
tapered nylon bristles that cut deep into grout joints  
to remove mold and mildew. The angled soft-grip  
handle helps you deliver maximum scrubbing power. 

• Resistant to stain and odors

•  Can be used in wet or dry conditions

TILE TOOLS
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Grout Cleanup Sponge  
Our premium dual-purpose grout cleanup sponge  
features two surfaces – a standard side for cleaning  
and a coarse side for scrubbing. The sponge’s hydrophilic 
properties allow it to hold a large amount of water  
to help make your job easier. 

Contour Gauge   
Our contour gauge expertly traces shapes for precise  
marking, letting you easily transfer a mirror image  
of irregular shapes to tile and other surfaces for  
a perfect fit.

• Lightweight plastic construction

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) QUANTITY 

G02089 7 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 2 1

G02900 7 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 6 3

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02102 Contour gauge 

Grout Sponge
Our premium grout sponge is the perfect choice  
for quick and easy grouting and cleanup. Unique  
hydrophilic properties give this sponge a high  
water-holding capacity, so you can get the job  
done right.  

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) QUANTITY 

G02090 7 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 2 1

G02359 7 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 6 3

TILE TOOLS
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China Markers    
Use our china markers for water-resistant marking  
on tile, glass, marble, porcelain, granite, and more.  
The tear string makes sharpening quick and easy.

• Three per pack: red (1), black (1), and yellow (1)

Grout Bag     
Our high-strength fabric-backed vinyl grout bag  
holds and dispenses the perfect amount of grout  
or mortar – and it’s easy to clean. The molded-in tip  
can be cut to any size opening you need to create  
perfect grout lines.

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G02745 3 pack; black, red, yellow china markers 

MODEL NO.

G02744

TILE TOOLS
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MASONRY 
TOOLS

It takes a skilled hand to master mortar. And masonry professionals  

have long trusted Goldblatt tools to help them do their best work.  

As the maker of America’s first trowel, Goldblatt has played a part  

in the construction of our country for decades. Whether you’re  

building a beautiful facade or laying a brick pathway, reach for our  

collection of masonry tools to get the job done right.
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Pro Philadelphia Brick Trowel  
Our pro Philadelphia brick trowel features a one-piece  
drop-forged blade that ensures long-lasting durability  
and premium performance. This trowel is the ideal  
tool for laying block because it’s designed to hold  
more mortar than a London trowel.

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard  
 and mallet-function end  

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G06973 11 1/2 x 5 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

Pro Pointing Trowel
Our pro pointing trowel is designed for scraping,  
digging, and repair work, and is constructed from a  
single piece of high-grade tool steel for  
lifelong performance. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

Pro Margin Trowel
Our pro margin trowel is your best choice for patch  
jobs, hard-to-reach areas, and spreading thinset.  
The one-piece drop-forged blade offers the highest  
level of strength and durability. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G06976 7 x 3 Red / Soft Grip 

G06977 5 x 2 1/2 Red / Soft Grip 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G06981 6 x 2 Red / Soft Grip 

G06982 5 x 2  Red / Soft Grip

MASONRY TOOLS
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Pro London Brick Trowel
Our pro London brick trowel is the best choice for  
applying mortar between layers of brick, stone,  
and concrete block. The trowel blade is forged from  
a single piece of high-grade tool steel, so you can  
depend on its premium performance for life. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard  
 and mallet-function end

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G01689 12 x 5 1/8 Red / Soft Grip 

G06972 11 1/2 x 5 Red / Soft Grip

G01691 11 x 4 7/8 Red / Soft Grip

G01690 10 x 4 5/8 Red / Soft Grip

Pro Tuck Pointing Trowel
Our pro tuck pointing trowel is designed to make  
tight mortar jobs quicker and easier. The trowel blade  
is forged from a single piece of high-grade tool steel,  
so you’ll have this premium tool for years to come. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

•  Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G01685 5/8 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G06985 1/2 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G06986 3/8 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G01679 1/4 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G01678 3/16 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

MASONRY TOOLS
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Philadelphia Trowel
Our Philadelphia trowel is the right choice for laying  
block because the sturdy carbon-steel blade is  
designed to hold more mortar than a London trowel. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

•  High-strength two-piece welded blade 

Pointing Trowel
Our pointing trowel is perfect for patching cracks  
and shaping joints in brick, stone, and concrete block,  
and is available with either our comfortable soft-grip  
handle or our contoured hardwood handle. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• High-strength two-piece welded blade 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G09348 7 x 3 Red / Soft Grip 

G09323 7 x 3 Tan / Wood

G02728 5 1/2 x 2 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G06023 5 1/2 x 2 3/4 Tan / Wood 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G06114 11 1/2 x 5 3/4 Tan / Wood

G01651 11 x 5 1/2 Red / Soft Grip 

G06021 11 x 5 1/2 Tan / Wood 

MASONRY TOOLS
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Narrow London Trowel
Our narrow London trowel is ideal for applying  
mortar between layers of brick, stone, and concrete  
block. The high-strength two-piece welded blade  
is taper ground for proper balance and flexibility. 

• Constructed of heat-treated and tempered  
 high-carbon steel

• Available with soft-grip or hardwood handle

Margin Trowel
Choose our margin trowel for patch jobs, hard-to-reach  
areas, and spreading thinset. The high-carbon-steel  
blade is heat treated and tempered for superior strength. 

• High-strength two-piece welded blade 

• Available with comfortable soft-grip or contoured  
 hardwood handle

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G01622 12 x 5 1/8 Red / Soft Grip

G06016 11 1/2 x 5 Tan / Wood 

G01620 11 x 4 7/8 Red / Soft Grip

G01618 10 x 4 5/8 Red / Soft Grip

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G09336 6 x 2 Red / Soft Grip

G02727 5 x 2 Red / Soft Grip 

G06983 5 x 2 Tan / Wood 

Gauging Trowel
Our gauging trowel is constructed of high-grade tool  
steel for long-lasting durability and strength. Choose  
this tool for a variety of jobs, including mixing or “gauging”  
small amounts of mortar or quick-setting plaster. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• High-strength welded blade

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G09349 7 x 3 3/8

MASONRY TOOLS
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Buttering Trowel
Our buttering trowel is designed to help you create  
the perfect surface when finishing mortar or concrete.  
The blade is carefully taper ground for the ultimate  
in flexibility and balance.

• High-strength two-piece welded blade 

• Ergonomic hardwood handle

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G09341 7 x 4 3/8

Cross Joint Trowel
The high-carbon-steel blade of our cross joint trowel  
makes it the ideal tool for numerous professionals,  
from cement finishers, brick masons, and asphalt pavers,  
to tile setters, plasterers, and drywall craftspeople. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility

• High-strength two-piece welded blade

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G09354 4 3/4 x 1 3/4

MASONRY TOOLS
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Bucket Trowel
Our popular bucket trowel helps you pick up and  
spread mortar quickly and easily, with a precisely  
taper-ground blade for superior balance and flexibility.

• Diagonally cut blade for easy use in a mortar box  
 or bucket

• High-strength two-piece welded blade

Aluminum Hawk
Our aluminum hawk is designed with a grain finish  
and circular grooves to prevent material from sliding,  
so jobs go more quickly and smoothly. Constructed  
of tempered heavy-gauge hard-rolled aluminum  
with smooth edges and round corners to prevent injury.

• Sponge-rubber callus preventer included

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G01126 7 1/2

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G05031 13 x 13 Red / Soft Grip 

Brick Hammer
The exceptionally well-balanced design of our brick hammer 
includes a larger hammer face and a wider blade to meet the 
demands of the toughest jobs. 

• Drop-forged from high-grade tool steel

• Extra-large contoured hardwood handle 

MODEL NO. WEIGHT (OZ.) 

G06993 20

MASONRY TOOLS
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Rub Brick
Use our fluted silicon carbide stone rub brick for  
dressing down concrete and newly cut tile, or for  
removing marks. The contoured soft-grip handle  
increases comfort and minimizes fatigue. 

• 20-grit brick

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) GRIT / TYPE 

G06956 6 x 3 x 1 20 / Fluted 

G06168 8 x 3 1/2 x 1 1/2 20 / Fluted 

Grout Bag
Easily hold and dispense grout or mortar with our  
rugged grout bag, which is constructed of high- 
strength fabric-backed vinyl. The removable metal  
tip makes using and cleaning the bag effortless.  

• Metal tip: 3/8 in.

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06992 23 1/2 x 14

Skate Wheel Joint Raker
Our durable skate wheel joint raker includes  
specially hardened large-diameter wheels and an  
easy-grip handle to make removing extra mortar  
fast and easy. The hardened nail is adjustable to  
achieve various depths. 

• Overall width: 3 in.

• Aluminum handle: 8 1/2 in.

MODEL NO.

G01210

MASONRY TOOLS
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Masonry Brush 
Our multipurpose masonry brush with long-wearing  
plastic bristles can be used for any job, from masonry  
and brick to tile and stone. 

• Hardwood block and handle

MODEL NO.

G06989

Brick Tongs
Our professional-grade brick tongs are easy to use,  
and they adjust to carry between 6 and 11 bricks at  
once, saving you time and labor. Made of a lightweight- 
yet-rugged metal alloy that won’t damage bricks. 

• Heavy-duty construction 

MODEL NO.

G11280

Adjustable Aluminum  
Line Stretchers 
Use our adjustable aluminum line stretchers to achieve  
the perfect line for laying masonry courses. Our line  
stretchers work on blocks from 4 in. to 12 in. – just loosen  
the wing nuts and move the bolts to adjust.

• Packaged in pairs

• Constructed of quality cast aluminum

MODEL NO.

G01248

MASONRY TOOLS
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Nylon Mason Line 
Our #18 nylon mason line has built-in elasticity,  
so it maintains tension and eliminates sagging.  
Abrasion- and alkali-resistant, the four solid bright  
colors of our nylon mason line make it easy to see,  
so you can create perfectly level masonry work. 

• Braided line tested up to 120 lb.

• Twisted line tested up to 90 lb. 

• Choose from four colors

MODEL NO. COLOR TYPE 

250 FT.

G11239 Fluorescent Orange Braided

G11255 Fluorescent Pink Braided

500 FT.

G11234 Fluorescent Orange Braided

G11233 Fluorescent Yellow Braided

G11231 Fluorescent Pink Braided

1,000 FT.

G11218 Fluorescent White Twisted

Convex Brick Jointer
Our rugged convex brick jointer is smooth finished  
and well balanced, so it’s easy to use and creates  
perfect half-round sunken or rodded joints. Each end  
of our jointer creates a different-sized joint, helping  
you carry fewer tools in your bag. 

• Hard tempered for extra durability 

MODEL NO. END SIZES (IN.) 

G01165 7/8 and 3/4

G01162 3/4 and 5/8

G06988 5/8 and 1/2

G06987 1/2 and 3/8

MASONRY TOOLS
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Wood Line Block Pair  
Our wood line blocks are made of select hardwood  
to last longer. Use with our nylon mason line to get  
perfect guidelines on every job. 

• Sold in pairs 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06991 5 1/2 x 1 x 1 

MASONRY TOOLS
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CONCRETE 
TOOLS

Great concrete work starts with Goldblatt concrete tools. All our tools are 

made using high-quality materials that can withstand the rigors of the 

jobsite and help you build with pride. Whether you’re finishing a sidewalk 

or laying a foundation, our concrete tools will help you get every concrete 

job done the way you envisioned. Pick one up today and see why Goldblatt 

tools have earned the trust of those who have mastered the trade.
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Pro Finishing Trowel 
The durable stainless steel blade of our pro  
finishing trowel provides a premium finish with  
no aggregate popping, so pros and DIYers can  
be more productive. Stainless steel rivets ensure  
a stronger connection to the blade than typical  
welding bolts.    

• Hardened, tempered stainless steel blade 

• Anti-turn ergonomic soft-grip handle

• Lightweight aluminum alloy mounting

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G06941 20 x 4 Red / Soft Grip 

G06942 18 x 4 Red / Soft Grip

G06943 16 x 4 Red / Soft Grip

G06944 14 x 4 Red / Soft Grip

G06113 12 x 4 Red / Soft Grip

CONCRETE TOOLS
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Pro Stainless Steel  
Pool Trowel 
The shorter shank and anti-turn ergonomic soft-grip  
handle of our pro stainless steel pool trowel help  
make finishing pools of any radius quicker and easier.  
The stainless steel blade has rounded edges to prevent  
gouging, while the riveted aluminum alloy mounting  
delivers high strength and durability. 

• Flexible stainless steel blade

• Anti-turn ergonomic soft-grip handle

Pro Plaster Trowel  
The flat blade and ergonomic handle of our pro  
plaster trowel help you achieve a consistent  
finish quickly and easily. The riveted aluminum  
mounting is lightweight to reduce fatigue, yet  
it offers high strength and durability.  

• Hardened, tempered stainless steel blade

• Stainless steel rivets

Pro Mini Trowel  
Tough-to-reach jobs are no match for our pro mini  
trowel. Keep one on hand at all times to tackle  
window sills, closets, and other small areas. 

• Cross-ground and edge-ground blade is  
 preshaped for ready use

• Hardened, tempered stainless steel blade

• Anti-turn ergonomic soft-grip handle

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G06946 16 x 4 1/2 Red / Soft Grip

G06222 14 x 4 Red / Soft Grip

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G03463 12 x 5 Red / Soft Grip 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G06945 8 x 3 Red / Soft Grip

CONCRETE TOOLS
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Pool Trowel  
Our ergonomic hardwood-handle pool trowel  
has a short shank, so you can bend it to finish the  
radius of nearly any pool. The rounded edges of the  
hardened, tempered stainless steel blade prevent  
gouging, making it easier than ever to create the  
perfect finish. 

• Lightweight aluminum alloy mounting 

• Stainless steel rivets 

• Available in stainless steel or blue steel 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

STAINLESS STEEL

G06179 16 x 4 Tan / Wood

G06177 14 x 4 Tan / Wood

G06176 12 x 4 Tan / Wood

G06174 10 x 4 Tan / Wood

BLUE STEEL

G06104 16 x 4 Tan / Wood

G06103 14 x 4 Tan / Wood

Finishing Trowel   
Whether you select our hardwood-handle spring  
steel or soft-grip-handle stainless steel finishing  
trowel, you’ve chosen the ideal tool for finishing  
concrete with ease. Both offer durable high-grade  
tool steel blades, aluminum alloy mounting that’s  
light but strong, and anti-turn ergonomic handles.  

• Cross-ground and edge-ground blade is 
 preshaped for ready use

• Stainless steel rivets 

• Available in spring steel and stainless steel 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

SPRING STEEL

G06531 20 x 4 Tan / Wood 

G06527 18 x 4 Tan / Wood

G06948 16 x 4 Tan / Wood

G06949 14 x 4 Tan / Wood

G06512 12 x 4 Tan / Wood

G03407 8 x 3 Tan / Wood

STAINLESS STEEL

G02048 16 x 4 Red / Soft Grip 

CONCRETE TOOLS
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Bronze Groover  
Our durable bronze groover includes a high-quality,  
long-wearing cast-bronze blade. The weight of this  
tool helps create crisp, sharp grooves with a lot  
less effort. 

• Hand-polished, smooth bronze blade 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) R (IN.) W (IN.) D (IN.)

G06301 6 x 4 1/2 1/4 5/8 3/4 

Stainless Steel Groover  
Our stainless steel groover includes a properly  
shaped bit and leading edge to cut sharp grooves.  
Plus, it’s long wearing, easy to clean, and designed  
without rivets – so it won’t mar the surface. 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

• Heavy-gauge stainless steel

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) R (IN.) W (IN.) D (IN.)

G06200 6 x 3 1/4 1/2 1/2

G06954 6 x 4 1/4 3/8 3/8

Stainless Steel Edger   
Our stainless steel edger helps you create smooth,  
rounded edges on concrete to prevent chipping.  
It’s also long wearing and easy to clean to make  
the job even easier.  

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

• Heavy-gauge stainless steel

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) R (IN.) W (IN.) D (IN.)

G06235 6 x 3 1/4 1/4 3/8

G06953 6 x 3 1/4 3/8 3/8

CONCRETE TOOLS
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Magnesium Bull Float   
Our lightweight magnesium bull float is crafted with  
special reinforcement ribs for added strength to  
prevent warping. The all-magnesium construction  
prevents concrete from clinging to the float, helping  
you achieve a smoother slab and a better finish.

• Properly curved face is honed to prevent snagging 

• Blade only – no brackets included 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06184 48 x 8 

Aluminum Concrete Placer   
Our aluminum concrete placer is lightweight and  
durable, making it the ideal tool for pushing and  
pulling concrete into place. The anti-slip powder- 
coated handle ensures a reliable grip, and the  
soft-grip end cap feels good in your hand. 

• All-aluminum construction 

• Handle measures 60 in. long and 1 1/4 in. diameter

Steel Concrete Placer   
The heavy-duty 12-gauge cold-rolled steel blade of  
our steel concrete placer allows you to achieve the  
proper working angle, which makes grading, smoothing,  
and spreading concrete effortless. A sturdy steel  
ferrule keeps the blade securely in place.

• High-strength welded construction 

• Hardwood handle measures 54 in. long 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) TYPE

G06939 19 1/2 x 4 Without Hook 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) TYPE

G16119 19 7/8 x 4 With Hook 

CONCRETE TOOLS
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Hustler Tilting Bull  
Float Bracket    
Our hustler tilting bull float bracket is constructed of 
rugged-yet-lightweight aluminum, and has a large 
protected grease reservoir that ensures easy control 
adjustment and smooth operation. 

• Blade pitch controlled by turning the handle

• Fits all two- and four-hole bull floats and  
 multi-mount fresnos without an adapter 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06186 1  5/8

Hustler Chain Bull  
Float Bracket    
Our hustler chain bull float bracket is made from 
sturdy, lightweight aluminum with a reinforced nylon 
base. Its large protected grease reservoir guarantees 
easy control adjustment and smooth operation. 

• Fits all two- and four-hole bull floats and  
 multi-mount fresnos without an adapter 

• Blade pitch controlled by turning the handle

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G16290 1  5/8

CONCRETE TOOLS
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Posi-Lock Four-Hole  
Bull Float Bracket     
Our sturdy cast-aluminum posi-lock four-hole bull  
float bracket allows you to lock the handle of your  
bull float at the best angle for your job. 

•  Screw kit included 

1 3/8 in. Clevis to Button 
Handle Adapter      
Our 1 3/8 in. clevis to button handle adapter allows  
you to lock tool handles in any position within a 
180-degree sweep for ease of use. Simply turn 
the handle clockwise to lock it in position and 
counterclockwise to unlock.

• Fits any tool with a post-type connector, such  
 as edgers, groovers, fresnos, and bull floats 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06053 1  5/8

G16677 1  3/4

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06182 1  3/8

36 in. Round End  
Fresno Trowel   
Our 36 in. round end fresno trowel eliminates  
marking and gouging for the perfect finish. The blade  
is made of heavy-gauge high-carbon steel, and its  
360-degree all-angle bracket gives you increased  
flexibility as you work at any angle. 

• Riveted steel mounting for high strength and durability

• Accepts bull float handle and clevis wood handle  
 from Goldblatt (G06957 and G16283), as well as  
 various handles from other manufacturers

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06970 36 x 5

CONCRETE TOOLS
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Aluminum Swaged  
Button Handle    
Our aluminum swaged button handle includes an 
easy-to-connect snap spring that securely locks the 
handle in place.  

• Long-lasting lightweight aluminum  
 alloy construction  

Aluminum Thread  
Extension Handle     
Our aluminum thread extension handle is made of a 
rugged-yet-lightweight aluminum alloy, so you can 
count on it to last. Heavy-duty steel machined thread 
plugs in each end ensure an extra-secure fit. 

• Fits Goldblatt bull float and fresno trowel threaded   
 brackets, as well as threaded brackets from  
 other manufacturers 

Thread to Snap-In Adapter     
Our thread to snap-in adapter is constructed of  
high-grade aluminum and features a thread to  
snap-in handle to positively lock the handle in place.

CAUTION: Aluminum handles should not be used near electrical wiring. 

CAUTION: Aluminum handles should not be used near electrical wiring. 

CAUTION: Aluminum handles should not be used near electrical wiring. 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G16289 72 x 1  3/4

G16334 72 x 1  3/8

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06957 72 x 1 3/4

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) DESCRIPTION

G16282 1  3/4 Male

G16346 1  3/8 Male 
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Extruded Magnesium Float     
Our high-strength extruded magnesium float  
features a broken-in blade and a beveled end  
with rounded corners to ensure a smooth finish. 

• Proper handle position gives the float  
 perfect balance 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06960 16 x 3  1/4

Cast Magnesium Float      
Our magnesium float gives you the floating action and 
feel of a wood float due to its fine, hard, dense grain 
structure – but in a lighter and more durable design. 
The cast magnesium broken-in alloy blade features 
rounded edges and is engineered for proper balance.  

• Cast construction provides more knuckle clearance 

• Use with a 72 in. aluminum bull float handle from  
 Goldblatt (G06957); also works with handles from 
 other manufacturers

Thin Line Cast  
Magnesium Float     
Tackle the tight spots with our thin line cast  
magnesium float. Made from the finest cast 
magnesium, this float features ends that have  
been beveled down to 3/16 in. to fit any space.  

• Broken-in blade and rounded corners 

• Proper handle position gives the float perfect balance 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06050 16 x 3

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G06431 16 x 3  1/2 Red / Soft Grip

G06150 16 x 3  1/2 Tan / Wood
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Extruded Aluminum Float     
The design of our extruded aluminum float includes a 
broken-in blade and beveled end with rounded corners 
to help you achieve the smooth finish you demand. 

• Proper handle position gives the float perfect balance 

• High-strength extruded aluminum alloy blade 

Pro Wood Float      
Our pro wood float is constructed of select hardwood 
to ensure strength and durability – and is a great 
choice when working stiff concrete or concrete that’s 
setting too hard.  

• Proper handle position gives the float perfect balance 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06189 15  1/2 x 3 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06962 12 x 5 

Extruded Round End 
Magnesium Float      
The rounded corners of our extruded round  
end magnesium float reduce gouging, which helps  
you achieve a smooth, even finish in less time with  
less effort. 

• High-strength extruded magnesium blade 

• Proper handle position gives the float perfect balance 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06434 16 x 3  1/4

CONCRETE TOOLS
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Rubber Float      
The natural foam rubber pad of our rubber float is  
ideal for creating the perfect stucco finish. The pad  
is securely cemented to high-strength aluminum 
backing to ensure durability. 

• Ergonomic soft-grip handle for easy floating action

• Available for coarse- or fine-textured surfaces 

Foam Float       
When you need to create a variety of different  
surface textures, reach for our foam float. The coarse 
green foam pad is securely cemented to high-strength 
aluminum backing, so you can depend on it, job  
after job.  

• Ergonomic soft-grip handle for easy floating action

Molded Rubber Float        
Our molded rubber float is the right choice if you  
need to prepare a surface for troweling. The rubber 
pad offers a very dense texture and is cemented 
securely to high-strength aluminum backing. 

• Ergonomic soft-grip handle for easy floating action

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06964 9 x 4 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06968 12 x 5

G06043 9 1/2 x 4

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) FINISH

G06042 12 x 4 Coarse 

G06967 12 x 4 Fine

G06965 9 x 4 Coarse 

G06041 9 x 4 Fine 
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Concrete Broom
Our versatile concrete broom is the right choice for  
applying nonslip finish or sweeping floors. The 3 in.  
bristles are set securely in a heavy-duty hardwood  
block, so you can rely on our broom to get the job  
done right. 

• Standard broom threaded holes included 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06955 24

Wire Twister      
Our wood-handled wire twister makes twisting  
wire bar ties fast and easy – just two to three  
twists and you’re done. 

• Heavy-duty hook is electroplated for corrosion resistance

• Contoured hardwood handle 

Heavy-Duty Kneeler Board       
Our large heavy-duty kneeling board cushions and 
supports your knees while finishing concrete, laying  
tile or carpet, making auto repairs, or performing a 
variety of other jobs. The soft pad is 1 1/2 in. thick  
and made from high-density EVA to provide comfort  
and ensure durability. 

• Tray is made from durable, lightweight polypropylene

• Extra-large ergonomic soft-grip handles

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G06969 Wire twister 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G06966 18 7/8 x 13 5/8
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DRYWALL 
TOOLS

Drywall experts demand perfect joints, every time. And by  

using Goldblatt tools, it’s easier to impress your customers with  

a great-looking job. Our wide range of high-quality drywall  

tools will help you create smoother walls and get your work done  

more efficiently. Browse through our products today and find  

everything you need for your next drywall project.
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Soft-Grip Flex Putty  
and Joint Knives     
Our soft-grip flex putty and joint knives feature 
premium ground spring steel blades for proper 
flexibility and feel, so you can achieve perfect 
feathering and finishing. The blades extend through 
the entire length of the handle for added strength and 
durability. Our knives allow you to apply compounds  
or smooth and tape drywall seams with ease.  

• Comfortable soft-grip handle reduces fatigue 

• Optional rugged hammer end for setting popped   
 nails and screws 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

SPRING STEEL

G05272 6 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05270 4 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05268 3 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05266 2 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer 

G05264 1 1/2 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer 

STAINLESS STEEL

G05011 6 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer 

G05012 4 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer 

DRYWALL TOOLS
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Nylon Grip Flex Putty  
and Joint Knives     
Our nylon grip flex putty and joint knives feature  
a full-tang blade that extends the entire length of  
the rugged solvent-resistant nylon handle to deliver 
strength and durability. The blade is constructed  
of tempered and polished taper-ground steel.

• Heavy-duty zinc alloy hammer end for setting   
 popped nails and screws 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

SPRING STEEL

G05013 6 Black / Nylon / Hammer 

G05014 4 Black / Nylon / Hammer

G24123 3 Black / Nylon / Hammer

G24122 2 Black / Nylon / Hammer

G24121 1 1/2 Black / Nylon / Hammer 

G05061 6 Black / Nylon / Hammer

G05059 4 Black / Nylon / Hammer 

G05058 3 Black / Nylon / Hammer 

G05057 2 Black / Nylon / Hammer  

G05056 1 1/2 Black / Nylon / Hammer 

STAINLESS STEEL

G24226 6 Black / Nylon / Hammer

G24224 4 Black / Nylon / Hammer 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G05067 3 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05066 2 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05065 1 1/4 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

Soft Handle Stiff Paint Scraper      
Our soft handle stiff paint scraper features a premium 
tempered spring steel stiff blade that helps make  
scraping paint and removing putty faster and easier.  
The comfortable soft-grip handle reduces fatigue,  
so you can work longer to get the job done. 

• Heavy-duty zinc alloy hammer end for setting 
 popped nails and screws

• Full-tang blade extends the entire length of the   
 handle for added strength and durability

DRYWALL TOOLS
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Nylon Handle Stiff  
Paint Scraper      
Our nylon handle stiff paint scraper has a full-tang 
blade that extends the entire length of the rugged 
solvent-resistant nylon handle to ensure you’ll keep 
using this tool for years to come. 

• Tempered and polished spring steel blade

• Heavy-duty zinc alloy hammer end for setting   
 popped nails and screws 

Nylon Handle Painters Tool      
Our 6-in-1 nylon handle painters tool includes a full-tang 
stainless steel blade that extends the length of the sturdy 
solvent-resistant nylon handle. Use it for effortless paint 
scraping, can opening, putty removal, and more. 

• Heavy-duty zinc alloy hammer end for setting   
 popped nails and screws 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G24107 3 Black / Nylon / Hammer

G23105 2 Black / Nylon / Hammer

G05062 1 1/4 Black / Nylon / Hammer 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION HANDLE

G05015 9-in-1 multi tool Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION HANDLE

G05834 6-in-1 multi tool Black / Nylon / Hammer 

Soft-Grip Painters Tool      
Our 9-in-1 soft-grip painters tool tackles multiple  
jobs – from opening paint cans to applying putty to 
scraping flat, concave, and convex surfaces with ease. 
The comfortable soft-grip handle reduces fatigue and  
the premium stainless steel blade ensures years of use.

• Heavy-duty zinc alloy hammer end for setting   
 popped nails and screws 

• Full-tang blade extends the entire length of the   
 handle for added strength and durability
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MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G02729 3 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G05003 14 Red / Soft Grip

G05004 12 Red / Soft Grip

G05005 10 Red / Soft Grip 

G05006 8 Red / Soft Grip 

G05007 6 Red / Soft Grip 

Bent Scraper     
Our bent scraper can be connected to any standard broom 
handle, so you can tackle any job, anywhere. The hardened 
and tempered stainless steel blade is strong and durable,  
so you’ll have this tool in your bag for a long time. 

• Extra-large soft-grip handle for more  
 comfortable use

• Heavy-duty metal striking end

• Full-tang blade extends the entire length of the  
 handle for added strength and durability

Blue Steel Taping Knife     
Our premium tempered flexible blue steel blade offers excellent 
control when feathering or creating knockdown texturing.  
The full-tang blade extends the entire length of the handle for 
added strength and durability. The heavy-duty aluminum backer 
plate provides rigidity and is well balanced for ease of use. 

• Tapered blade allows you to run corners faster 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle

DRYWALL TOOLS
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Mud Pan Soft Grip        
Keep steel mud pans in place with our mud pan soft 
grip. The strong magnet ensures that any size steel 
mud pan stays secure, while the soft anti-slip grip feels 
comfortable in your hand. 

• Withstands temperature variations  

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05020 7 x 7 1/2

Stainless Steel Taping Knife     
Our premium tempered non-rust stainless steel  
blade includes a heavy-duty aluminum backing  
plate for improved rigidity and is tapered for running 
corners faster to get the job done sooner. 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle reduces fatigue

• Heavy-duty zinc alloy hammer end 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G05644 14 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05642 12 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05640 10 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05638 8 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer

G05636 6 Red / Soft Grip / Hammer 

Aluminum Hawk
Our aluminum hawk is designed with a grain finish  
and circular grooves to prevent material from sliding,  
so jobs go more quickly and smoothly. Constructed  
of tempered heavy-gauge hard-rolled aluminum  
with smooth edges and round corners to prevent injury.

• Sponge-rubber callus preventer included

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G05031 13 x 13 Red / Soft Grip 
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Stainless Steel Heli-Arc 
Welded Mud Pan       
Our stainless steel heli-arc welded mud pan is made 
from heavy-gauge stainless steel with sheared sides  
to make cleaning knives easier. Heli-arc welding 
creates smooth, seamless inside corners that reduce 
drywall mud buildup. 

• Tapered ends and sides 

• Watertight design

Stainless Steel Spot  
Welded Mud Pan        
Our stainless steel spot welded mud pan is made  
from heavy-gauge stainless steel for extra durability 
and has tapered ends and sides with mud-tight seams 
for peace of mind.  

• All sides are sheared to clean knives easily

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05225 14

G05224 12

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05018 14

G05019 12

Radial Drywall Sander        
The fast free-spinning head of our radial drywall 
sander works with all 9 in. hook-and-loop sanding 
disks. With this sander, you can feel confident  
there will be no flipping or ripping – and no need  
for expensive rework. 

• Includes adapter to fit any standard extension  
 pole (pole not included) 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (IN.)

G25638 Radial drywall sander 9

DRYWALL TOOLS
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Universal Pole  
Sander Adapter          
Our universal pole sander adapter for drywall sanders 
fits any standard extension pole. 

Pro Pole Hand Sander           
Our pro pole hand sander has an anti-flip-designed 
universal joint with a low center of gravity to ensure 
firm, steady motions when sanding. The reinforced 
die-cast aluminum base plate prevents bowing,  
and a quick-release clamp allows for fast  
sandpaper changes.

• 48 in. durable aluminum handle with  
 steel cap for setting nails

• Soft-grip sleeve for extra comfort

Radial Sanding Disks         
Use our hook-and-loop radial sanding disks with 
our radial drywall sander to ensure quick and easy 
changeouts, saving you time and effort. The  
aluminum oxide grit is anti-wear and long-lasting. 

• Works with most 9 in. radial drywall sanders  

MODEL NO. GRIT QUANTITY

G25660 80 10

G25661 100 10

G25662 120 10

G25663 150 10

G25664 180 10

G25665 220 10

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05022 9 1/4 x 3 1/4

MODEL NO.

G25639
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Pole Sander with  
Wood Handle        
Our pole sander with wood handle is designed  
with an anti-flip universal joint and has a low center 
of gravity, so you can feel confident when sanding 
drywall. A quick-release clamp allows for quick 
sandpaper changes, and the reinforced die-cast 
aluminum base plate prevents bowing.

• 48 in. wood handle is high-strength and durable,  
 yet lightweight

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05063 9 1/4 x 3 1/4

Dust-Free Hand Sander         
Reduce 90% of dust and mess with our dust-free  
hand sander. This lightweight drywall sander has 
several great features, including a 360-degree  
pivoting elbow for ease of use on vertical surfaces  
and an adjustable vent for variable vacuum force. 

• Includes 6 ft. hose, coupler, and adapter for   
 compatibility with most shop-type vacuums

• Designed for use with standard 11 1/4 in. die-cut   
 sanding screen sheets 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05028 9 1/4 x 3 1/4

Pro Hand Sander         
Our pro hand sander is designed with reinforced 
tempered aluminum plating to provide extra durability, 
and its soft-grip handle increases your comfort and 
helps reduce fatigue.

• Screw clamp holds abrasive sheets firmly 

• Use 11 1/4 in. die-cut or half sheet of  
 standard sandpaper

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05023 9 3/8 x 3 1/8
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Drywall Rasp        
The long-lasting anti-rust stainless steel blades  
of our drywall rasp remove more material per stroke 
than regular rasps, so you get the job done in less time 
with less effort. Our rasp will not clog or collect dust 
and works in both directions. 

• Comfortable handle prevents fatigue

3-in-1 Drywall Tool  
(Lifter/Rasp/Carrier)         
Our 3-in-1 drywall tool functions as a lifter, rasp, and 
carrier to help you cut down on the number of separate 
tools you’ll need to carry. This multi-functional tool can 
lift standard-sized drywall sheets and carry small sizes 
of drywall or plywood sheets. 

• Nonclogging rasp with protective guides 

• Lightweight and compact 

Curved Blade  
Drywall Trowel          
Our curved blade drywall trowel is equipped with  
a preshaped concave blade that helps you feather mud 
and create perfect drywall joints. The spring  
steel welded blade is heat treated and tempered  
for extra strength and durability. 

• Anti-turn ergonomic soft-grip handle 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G05026 Drywall rasp 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G05024 3-in-1 drywall tool

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G05511 11 x 4 1/2
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Outside Corner Tool        
Our outside corner tool blade flexes to form a perfect 
90-degree angle outside corners, making your job 
faster and easier. The premium tempered flexible 
stainless steel blade is corrosion-proof and long-lasting 
for years of dependability.

• Used to embed tape and smooth out the final  
 layer of mud to taped corners

• Soft-grip handle provides added comfort

MODEL NO. BLADE SIZE (IN.) 

G05529 3 1/2 x 2 3/8

Inside Corner Tool         
Our inside corner tool makes it easier than ever to 
create perfect inside corners. The premium tempered 
flexible stainless steel blade is corrosion-proof and 
long-lasting, and it flexes to form a precise 90-degree 
angle for inside corners.

• Used to embed tape and smooth out the final  
 layer of mud to taped corners

• Soft-grip handle provides added comfort

MODEL NO. BLADE SIZE (IN.) 

G05522  5 x 4

G05521 3 1/4 x 2 3/4
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Dry Tape Banjo         
Our original dry tape Banjo® applies joint compound 
and joint tape at the same time, saving you time and 
money. Made of rugged lightweight aluminum, the 
Banjo holds up to 500 ft. of drywall tape and enough 
compound to tape 40 ft. before you need to refill. 

• Adjustable side strap and thumb rest included

• Tape stays dry and is visible through the back 

Wet Tape Banjo          
Our original wet tape Banjo® allows you to apply  
mud and tape with just one hand. The rugged-yet-
lightweight aluminum design includes a single  
chamber that holds up to 500 ft. of drywall tape  
and enough compound to tape 40 ft. before  
needing to be refilled.

• Easily adjustable valve controls how much   
 compound is applied

• Adjustable side strap and thumb rest included

MODEL NO. MAXIMUM TAPE LENGTH

G15301  500 ft. 

MODEL NO. MAXIMUM TAPE LENGTH

G15302  500 ft. 
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Circle Cutter           
Our circle cutter creates perfect circles up to 16 in.  
in diameter in drywall. The hardened cutter wheel  
and center pin will remain perfectly sharp and  
steady for years to come. 

• Measures accurately on the calibrated steel shaft

• Features standard and metric measurements  
 in 1/4 in. and millimeters

Drywall Tape Holder            
Our drywall tape holder is constructed of galvanized 
steel and plated to prevent rust. It includes a handy  
belt clip for easy access. 

• Pull wire for easy refilling 

• Holds all standard tape rolls up to 500 ft.

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G05141 Circle cutter 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

G05221 Drywall tape holder 

Clincher with Mallet         
Create crisp corners every time with our clincher  
with mallet combo. One strike of the mallet against  
the clincher’s stainless steel head and precision-ground 
teeth lets you crimp and center outside corner bead  
in no time. 

• Cast aluminum body 

• 24 oz. rubber mallet has comfortable wood handle

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G15813 Corner bead 1 1/4
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Heavy-Duty Drywall  
Jab Saw          
Our heavy-duty drywall jab saw has a triple-ground 
tooth design that lets you cut 50% faster than 
conventional saws. The hardened blade cuts in both 
directions for ease of use and features a sharpened  
tip for puncturing. 

• Use on drywall, wood, plastic, and cement board

• Ergonomic soft-grip handle adds comfort and  
 resists slipping 

Knockdown Knife         
Our knockdown knife is ideal for creating professional 
drywall textures on walls and ceilings. The 24 in. wide 
blue steel blade is tempered for added strength, and 
the lightweight anodized aluminum handle helps 
reduce fatigue. 

• Rubber grip ensures comfort 

• Handle is 24 in. long 

Drywall Roll Lifter          
Our drywall roll lifter raises boards at least 2 in. from 
the floor, allowing just one person to handle drywall 
raising and nailing at the same time. It’s perfect for 
tight spaces, too. 

• All-steel construction for added durability 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G20556 6

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05500 24

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION 

G15149 Drywall roll lifter 
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Drywall Jab Saw           
Our drywall jab saw features a sharpened tip for 
puncturing. The temper-hardened blade cuts in both 
directions to make sawing through drywall quick, 
precise, and easy. 

• Ergonomic wood handle adds comfort  
 and resists slipping 

• Use on drywall, wood, plastic, and cement board 

Crow’s Foot Texture Brush            
Our crow’s foot texture brush features flattened 
bristles that are ideal for creating crow’s feet and  
other textures on walls and ceilings. Durable Tampico 
fiber bristles offer the fine, smooth texture you desire.

• Threaded; accepts standard 3/4 in. (19 mm) broom   
 handle and extension poles

• Can be handheld or pole mounted

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G05143 6

MODEL NO. TYPE 

G05260 Single crow’s foot texture brush

G05261 Double crow’s foot texture brush 
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Texture Brush         
Use our texture brush to create a variety of textured 
patterns with ease. The bristles are made with gray 
flared horsehair and polypropylene for softness and 
strength. 

• Threaded; accepts standard 3/4 in. broom handle  
 and extension poles

• Block with molded hand grip

One-Piece Drywall Hammer          
Our one-piece drywall hammer features a solid  
forged steel shaft with a fully polished and milled  
face, as well as a notched hatchet end for pulling  
nails. The ergonomic anti-vibration handle minimizes 
shock at impact, so you can work longer and still  
feel comfortable.

• Ideal for installing drywall or gypsum board

Repair Patch          
Our easy-to-install repair patch is made from  
a self-adhesive fiberglass mesh that quickly holds  
the patch in place, allowing you to repair walls and 
ceilings quickly and easily. 

• Rustproof aluminum base 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION 

G05116 Texture brush 

MODEL NO. SIZE (OZ.)

G05027 14 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (IN.) 

G15215 2 pack 4 x 4

G15220 4 pack 6 x 6 (1), 4 x 4 (1), 2 x 2 (2)

G15225 2 pack 8 x 8
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